









PDFgear Copilot
First AI Assistant to

Help People Interact with PDFs











Revolutionizing PDF Software UI Interactions

Introducing PDFgear Copilot, the new AI technology that's turning PDF software on its head. Taking a further step from our earlier PDF Chatbot, now you can interact with PDFs like never before, with the help of an AI copilot.











Added Benefits of Natural Language Interactions




Interact via Chatting

	Software UI is the history, now PDFgear provides a groundbreaking way of interacting with PDF editor software. PDFgear Copilot's intuitive guidance is the key to getting your PDFs done right.
	Simply send messages such as “compress this PDF” or “delete page 10” to tell PDFgear what to do, and PDFgear will quickly understand and act on your requests.
















Summarize and Ask from PDF

	With the integration of the leading-edge AI technology, PDFgear boasts one of the best AI summarizers for lengthy PDF documents like manuals, textbooks, legal contracts, etc.
	Use natural language to ask for required information from PDF documents, or ask PDFgear to summarize a PDF into short and digestible sentences instantly.








Smart Secondary Confirmation

	In cases where users aren’t exactly clear about their requirements or have typed in text with typos, PDFgear Copilot uses the smart secondary confirmation to make sure users get the desired work done.
	Moreover, PDFgear Copilot, powered by cutting-edge AI technology, is constantly evolving to get smarter every day!
















Save Time with AI

	No matter what industry you’re working in, the omnipotent AI has got you covered. Get your PDF management jobs done faster and easier than ever, all you need to do is to say the word.
	Whether you're editing a single file or a batch of files, PDFgear Copilot helps easily streamline your workflow and 10 times your productivity, without the steep learning curve of software UI.











How to Use PDFgear Copilot




Download and open PDFgear





Open the PDF document you intend to work with.





Click the Copilot icon on the right side









Learn About More Features of PDFgear

Your gateway to endless possibilities!

See all features 







FAQs on
 PDFgear Copilot

FAQs on PDFgear Copilot





What is PDFgear Copilot?

PDFgear Copilot is an AI-powered feature that utilizes natural language processing (NLP) to help you perform a variety of tasks with your PDFs, such as compressing, converting, summarizing, and asking from PDFs. With PDFgear Copilot, users can simply type their instructions in plain language, and the software will understand and execute the command.




How does PDFgear Copilot work?

PDFgear Copilot leverages natural language processing to comprehend your instructions and execute various tasks with your PDFs. It is powered by advanced AI technology GPT-3.5 to make your PDF editing experience as seamless and intuitive as possible.




Is PDFgear Copilot secure to use?

Absolutely! PDFgear prioritizes your privacy and security, implementing enterprise-level encryption and secured protocols during data transmission, and we never store user data.




How does PDFgear differ from a traditional PDF editor?

PDFgear is different from traditional PDF editors mainly for PDFgear Copilot, the GPT-powered natural language processing system that understands your instructions, making it more user-friendly and accessible for users of all levels. You can easily and quickly carry out a variety of PDF tasks using merely text inputs.




How can I get started with PDFgear Copilot?

To get started with PDFgear Copilot, all you need to do is to download and install PDFgear Desktop, import a PDF file, and go to the Copilot section to the right!















